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Kawasaki bike. You can also compare bikes. There were five model incarnations across two
basic designs. This definition is practical to note as the last version of the B-model is disguised
as a C-model caused by a change in outer design which the oncoming C-model inherited. Prior
to the advent of the Fireblade, large-capacity Japanese sports motorcycles had become
polarised. In simple terms, the s had the handling, the big-bores had the power. In both
categories, Kawasaki ruled. The ZXR offered the technology and the performance of
ultra-expensive racing-homologation models from Honda and Yamaha at half the price, and it
outclassed the similarly priced GSX-R of the time, which still featured a perimeter frame and an
oil-cooled engine, while the ZZ-R held the title of the fastest production motorcycle on Earth. It
combined big-bore power with sport bike handling, but, crucially, it also pioneered meticulous
attention to weight-saving design. The Fireblade not only outpowered the 's, it was also
significantly lighter. This was the detail overlooked or underappreciated by Kawasaki when they
set out to build their Fireblade-beater. Rather than be a direct competitor, the ZX-9R was
retained as a more stable and more comfortable alternative to the Honda, with more straight-line
speed. The road-going bias is evident through the raised clipons and more upright seating
positions. The wheels - three-spoke cast aluminium alloy 3. The twin-piston rear Tokico caliper
no longer mounted via a torque arm, and the clip-on handlebars mounted above the top triple
clamp, not below. The frame was a welded aluminium-alloy dual-beam with cast steering head
and swingarm endplates, but with steel-tube engine cradles and swingarm-mount endplates
extending back to support the rider's seat and attach the bolt-on subframe, like the ZZ-R The
crankcases, clutch and gearbox were carried over from the ZXR, with a longer-throw crank and
a bigger-bore, taller cylinder block for the larger capacity. Detail changes. The rear suspension
linkage and rear spring rate were replaced, improving handling. Pillion grab rails were added,
the gearboxes were made stronger, and new six-piston Tokico front calipers replaced the
previous model's four-piston units. The weight of the bike increased to Engine bore, stroke and
redline remained unchanged; everything else was completely new. The clutch was changed
from hydraulic to cable-operated. The generator was moved from behind the cylinder to the
more conventional location at the left end of the crank. There was now no balance shaft. The
valvetrain switched to direct valve actuation, and the cylinder head was plumbed for then-new
plug-top ignition coils, replacing more conventional remote coils and high-tension leads.
Notably, the new engine also featured a Hall-type cam position sensor on the exhaust camshaft.
Cam position sensors are typically used in conjunction with electronic fuel injection. Its
inclusion could indicate that Kawasaki had designs to include fuel injection on the engine in the
future. The frame lost the steel engine cradles, but also its bolt-on subframe and the rear ride
height adjuster. The swingarm was a new unbraced, rectangular-section extruded design. The
wheel sizes were the same, but the wheels were a new, lighter design. The brake calipers
carried over, but the discs were smaller and lighter without stopping power being affected. The
rear shock absorber changed from a remote-reservoir to a lighter, more compact piggyback
design. The front forks were criticised by some european testers for fluttering during hard
driving, a phenomenon that was only solved with the model. Visually, the new bike retained the
rounded look of its predecessor, but became sleeker, with a slimmer tail unit and a smaller
fairing. As a consequence of the smaller engine and shorter wheelbase, though, the fuel tank
became wider and intruded more on the riding position than before. A dramatic new look was
introduced for the model, with distinctive twin headlights and a separate ram-air intake
replacing the single headlight and integrated intake of the C-model. Further improvements were
aimed primarily at handling. The frame was made stiffer through the enlarging of the front
engine mounting bolts, though this still left the ZX-9R with just a single front engine mount on

either side of the frame. Further, the rubber bushings in the top rear engine mount were
changed to alloy. The swingarm pivot and wheel spindles were made larger in diameter, again
for more stiffness. Increased offset on the triple clamps reduced the trail on the front wheel to
make the steering more agile. The forks were shortened to save weight, and the rear shock top
mount was redesigned to incorporate a ride-height adjuster. The ZX9r C1 was the first stock
production motorcycle to run a quarter mile in the under 10 seconds with a 9. They vented less
pollution into the atmosphere, thus using what would otherwise be evaporating fuel into better
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Kawasaki ZX9R with only miles. Adult owned, never raced, dropped or abused. Bike has zero
issues. This is really a very, very clean bike. Bike drives and shifts perfect. Only considering
selling to help my son out with a car purchase. Local pick up is preferred, you really must see to
appreciate. If you need to arrange for shipping, I will work with your shipping company for pick
up. Paypal is for deposit only, balance is to be cash in person or certified funds. I will post some
more pics in a day or two. Bike is for sale locally, I reserve the right to end this listing at any
time to complete a local sale. Ready for someone else to enjoy. This bike is as close to collector
quality that you will find, it has a full Yoshimura exhaust system and has never been dropped or
laid down. You have to see it to believe it. It needs to go it is all original. Call I could do that as
well. Excellent Condition. Fully stock, fully maintained. Within last 2K miles all carbs rebuilt and
valves adjusted. Always garaged, weekend rider only. Only damage is minor scrapes on right
lower fairing dropped in parking lot and left lower fairing damage. ONLY cosmetic. Excellent
bike for playing in the twists and turns and yet upright riding position for comfort on longer
rides. Extremely powerful, really fun toy! Selling due to lack of use. Model Ninja ZX-9R.
Kawasaki has drawn on the NINJA motorcycle's Superbike race-winning heritage to set new
performance standards in a big-bore sportbike. The ZX-9R combines awesome power from a
sophisticated engine with a lightweight chassis to produce a motorcycle with unsurpassed
performance that also carves through twisty roads with ease. New battery and tires front and
rear, runs perfect. Don't miss it. Chrome wheels and levers. Polished frame and swingarm.
Fresh oil, filter, coolant, and new thermostat. This is the sharpest bike around. I also have alot
of other items I would sell for extra, or make a good package deal. Helmet, 3 jackets, boots,
pants, tank bag, dust cover, gloves. Looks great and sounds great! Two helmets with Shark
long-range Bluetooth intercom, hands-free phone link and wireless streaming of music
included. Im second owner. In the process of turning it into a street fighter. No leaks, no issues
other then a few cosmetic but nothing that's noticeable. Carbs have been cleaned, new clutch,
new brakes, all filters and fluids and spark plugs changed. Very fast bike that I ride daily.
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has a short secondary section the part of the pipe where it is 2 separate pipes , anything with a
longer secondary than the muzzy pipe will not work with this kit. This kit will eliminate all of the
closed to part throttle problems associated with this bike. In addition, it will dramatically reduce
vibration, and will produce a dramatically better midrange and top end power than any other kit
available. This kit is also the result of more than 6 months of combined testing. It is designed
for use with a not exhaust system, which means that it is primarily designed around the
Akrapovic full exhaust OR any Bolt-on or Slip-on muffler with the stock headpipe, including the
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However, it will make the idle slightly unstable. Kawasaki zx9r C2 miles only 2 owners from new
very clean motorcycle will be supplied with 12 months MOT part exchange welcome please
send pictures to Very low mileage, bought this bike earlier this year because Internet reading
made this bike out to be a sports tourer. It isn't, it's a beast. Put two new Viewing by
appointment as in Bike is located in Shetland!!!! I've had this bike for the passed 14 years and
never had any issues with it, oil changed regularly, fork seals done about a year ago, wheel and
Stunning looking classic muscle bike in the correct Eddie Lawson colour scheme. This is the
one to have out of all the large capacity muscle bikes! These are Two Kawasaki er A2 model
Been using the blue Er5 for spare parts. Kawasaki zzr d model beauty fast reliable black in
colour alarm. Great looking retro Kawasaki in very good condition and very retro 2 tone colour
scheme. Whenever we have these in they always sell fast so don't hesitate to KX year Gumtree
auto fill says its a but its a road registered with rebuilt engine 0hrs on it. Lots of money spent on
a lot of new parts The bike is a little rough around the edges. It had been sat a while, when I
started it could hear a valve tapping so will need the clearances doing. Can't find Viewings by
appointments only please call us first full service history getting rare now original SuperSport
bike a bike that will not only hold money but Kawasaki zx9r model, X plate it's done 35, miles
from new with service history will come with 12 months MOT only 2 previous owners from new
and the For sale is this HPI clear green zxr HPI category: clear Kawasaki zx6r-g2 beautiful
original condition. Loads of history. New Pirelli Diablo Rosso tyres with freshly powder coated
wheels Budget bikes are pleased to offer sale this Kawasaki zx-9r that is HPI clear and
documented for its next owner. The bike comes with its owners manual, service KH Motorcycles
Sandiacre are pleased to offer this very good condition Kawasaki ER-5, presented in a beautiful
green paint scheme with contrasted black saddle New chain, sprockets Rear tyre Front, rear and
sprocket carrier bearings New spark plugs, oil and filter, air filter Coolant change Recent pads
Plenty of life Fitted Remus 4 into 1 exhaust otherwise standard bike. Some age related marks
Testing the water before trading the bike in against a ZX10R. By proceeding, you consent to our
Legal Notice and acknowledge how we process your personal data and set cookies as
described in our Privacy Policy. Enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new
listings available for Kawasaki zx9r for sale. To see how, and to learn how to control cookies,
please read our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy. Our unique pricing algorithm classifies
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specification of job and displays the estimated rate of pay when sufficient data is available but
can't take into account differences in the level of experience required, responsibilities or
working hours. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. Beautiful 99 Kawasaki ZX9R with only miles. Adult
owned, never raced, dropped or abused. Bike has zero issues. This is really a very, very clean
bike. Bike drives and shifts perfect. Only considering selling to help my son out with a car
purchase. Local pick up is preferred, you really must see to appreciate. If you need to arrange
for shipping, I will work with your shipping company for pick up. Paypal is for deposit only,
balance is to be cash in person or certified funds. I will post some more pics in a day or two.
Bike is for sale locally, I reserve the right to end this listing at any time to complete a local sale.
Ready for someone else to enjoy. This bike is as close to collector quality that you will find, it
has a full Yoshimura exhaust system and has never been dropped or laid down. You have to see
it to believe it. It needs to go it is all original. Call I could do that as well. Excellent Condition.
Fully stock, fully maintained. Within last 2K miles all carbs rebuilt and valves adjusted. Always
garaged, weekend rider only. Only damage is minor scrapes on right lower fairing dropped in
parking lot and left lower fairing damage. ONLY cosmetic. Excellent bike for playing in the
twists and turns and yet upright riding position for comfort on longer rides. Extremely powerful,
really fun toy! Selling due to lack of use. Model Ninja ZX-9R. Kawasaki has drawn on the NINJA
motorcycle's Superbike race-winning heritage to set new performance standards in a big-bore
sportbike. The ZX-9R combines awesome power from a sophisticated engine with a lightweight
chassis to produce a motorcycle with unsurpassed performance that also carves through twisty
roads with ease. New battery and tires front and rear, runs perfect. Don't miss it. Chrome wheels
and levers. Polished frame and swingarm. Fresh oil, filter, coolant, and new thermostat. This is
the sharpest bike around. I also have alot of other items I would sell for extra, or make a good
package deal. Helmet, 3 jackets, boots, pants, tank bag, dust cover, gloves. Looks great and
sounds great! Two helmets with Shark long-range Bluetooth intercom, hands-free phone link
and wireless streaming of music included. Alamo Heights, TX. Gresham, OR. Port Jefferson
Station, NY. Winter Springs, FL. North Fork, CA. Dix Hills, NY. Brooksville, FL. Alert
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Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main content of over 1, results for
"Kawasaki Zx9R Accessories". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International
Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter
the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Price and other details may vary based on size and color.
Only 5 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Usually
ships within 3 to 5 weeks. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left
in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Only 18
left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The cc donk is of an oversquare
design allowing for big valves while providing a short stroke which in turn helps to reduce
piston speeds, and increase engine longevity. A standard Yamaha R1 had registered
horsepower on the same dyno a week previous to our run. Both bikes will break a genuine mph.
Throttle response is very good, but not outstanding. The ignition system uses compact, plug
mounted ignition coils. In other weight saving endeavours Kawasaki have made recyclable
magnesium covers for the cam, clutch, generator, pulser and drive sprocket. A brushed titanium
muffler caps the four-into-one exhaust system. The bike is reasonably light kilos dry â€” kilos
wet but does not feel as light as say a GSX-R which is only a few kilos lighter, but then again it
feels nowhere as heavy as a TLR. Aluminium triple clamps secure the 46mm, predictable and
fairly compliant, conventional forks. Racer boys will definitely want harder fork springs though.
However, it never seems to get out of hand and is predictable. The handling has a definite road

bias, but can still be hustled quickly through the tight stuff. Very amusing indeed. Handling
nirvana is a and if corner speed is everything to you they may be a better choice. Geez I am a
bad liar. The standard fitment of Bridgestone BT56R tyres provide awesome stability but this
comes at the expense of nimble handling and fast turn in. Stability of course suffers â€” but
luckily the ZX9 has stability to spare and it never really gets out of hand. The front brakes
consist of mm discs clamped by powerful six-piston calipers. The brakes have great bite with
no fade. I have heard people say that the brakes are too powerful. The fact is with a bike capable
of the sort of speed the ZX-9R can get to â€” the more brakes the better as far as I am
concerned. Clutch take-up is good and progressive. The gearbox is very smooth, only giving a
false neutral when you are bit too limp with your shifts. On the more practical side of things the
Ninja has nylon bungee straps attached under the pillion seat. Simply remove the pillion seat
and poke the straps over the fairing and re-install the seat. Now you have 4 perfectly adequate
tie-down points for your swag etc. No need to worry about taping the bodywork up at the sides
to protect them from rubbing. However if you are carrying anything at speed, and what you have
used to tie your gear to the straps can stretchâ€¦ It does pay to put a piece of tape on the
paint-work just behind the pillion seat in case of rubbing as your load moves backwards. The
Ninja is also quite comfortable, I would say it is nearly as accommodating in this respect as a
VFR for the rider. The tank range is very good. I ran it dry at kilometres but have heard reports
of people getting kilometres out of a tank on long stretches. The advertised tank capacity is 19
litres, however this figure is closer to twenty, after switching to reserve you have about 50
kilometres to find fuel. Normally hard riding will see you get around kilometres from the tank
however if you really get stuck into it the tank can be drained in as little as kilometres. Quality of
finish is quite good. The fairing below the screen seems very resistant to stone chipping much
more so than the VFR. The Ninja is great on the road and no doubt one of the fastest
road-burners on the market, but it would not make a great track tool. The set, Blade and R1 are
faster on
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the track. Road riding is of course a different matter and the tides turn in favour of the ZX-9R.
Where do you ride most? The C-2 tested here has now been superseded by the new E1, which
has slightly better suspension. Thus the C-2 is now on the second-hand market and can be
picked up fairly cheaply. Motojourno - Founder of MCNews. AU is a specialist on-line resource
that provides motorcycle news for motorcyclists. MCNews covers all areas of interest for the
motorcycling public including news, reviews and comprehensive racing coverage. Tuesday,
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